
REPAIRS
Pleai

NAME:

ib fill in the folio’

ADDRESS:

cncloae

CUS#;

STATE:

idin ■tch or clock for rei i>ir.

MAIL TO:

Andy H Weaver
16891Farmington Road

ft lyB I West Farmington OH 44491Customer Number -

ifknown (Front Cover)

Wereceive watches & clocks most every day that do not have the name & address of the sender Therefore, we ask that
you use this sheet when sending in watches or clocks to avoid error on our part, and to make sure they get back to
you promptly Watches usually are ready to be returned toyou within 24-48 hours. Clocks for conversions - 24 hours;
Delweaco alarm clocks - 24 hours and clocks for repair usually 2-4 weeks.

#l. Make sure this note (with the following filled in) is inside the package.
#2. Make sure your name and address is on the outside of the package.)

WATCHES: (Delweaco, WeaverW, Delemont, Arnex, Delaware, etc , or any of our watches)
Complete Overhaul (clean, oil,& adjust, & return shipping): $ 16.00 each if payment is enclosed.

(Includes new crystal, all worn parts, etc - does not include mis*used or wet or rusted watches.)
Add a minimum of $2 00 Billing Charge for watches that do not include payment with the watch.

(Best way to Ship: Usually the quickest way is Parcel Post. For 2nd day delivery, send Priority Mail, which costs a
flat $2.90 for any package weighing up to 2 pounds. (We will return via Priority Mail or U.P.S. to you.)

Item#l WhenPurchased: Where Purchased(ifknown)

Item #2; WhenPurchased:

Item #3 WhenPurchased:

Item#4 When Purchased;
(Ifmore than 4 items, justwrite them below)

Where Purchased(ifknown)

Where Purchased(ifknown)

Where Purchased(ifknown)

(If item is stillunder warranty,the Warrantymustbe enclosed alongwith the shippingand handlingcharge; amount
as stated on the Warranty.)

CLOCKS: (Any mantle or wall clock soldby us, as well as any Delweaco alarm. We can not help on theother alarms,
nor can we help onthe olderclocks andwatches, not soldbyus. Repair prices onDelweaco Alarm clocks outofwarranty
are usually $5.00total (includes return shipping). Mantle or Wall Clock CONVERSIONS - see catalog for prices, and
specify which movement. Keywind for repair are 2-4 weeks; costs from $20.00 up.

Problem or comments;
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Watch or Clock

TOTAL AmountEnclosed:

:(


